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What assumptions, conventions, and expectations frame and govern the theatrical experience?  

How does the audience “learn” the proper way to behave in a theater?  Through what signs do 

they understand a performance?  What combination of elements results in a cathartic experience 

and why?  Semiotics, phenomenology, and audience reception theory are all branches of 

scholarly work that grapple with these questions.  My research includes sociology, dramatic 

theory, and performance theory texts; I am also applying the information I have gathered from 

my sociology, performance, and theory classes over the last four years.  As a scholar-practitioner 

of theatre, I needed a way to apply this scholarship in performance.  Therefore, a devised one act 

titled “Revisions,” produced by the student group Cross the Line and conceived by me, was the 

lab to test and develop ideas suggested by my reading.  “Data” was gathered through post-show 

discussion.  My hope is that the consequences of this study will identify various elements that 

combine to create (or not) the “theatrical experience.”  As someone striving to create effective 

theatre outside of Chapman, a better understanding of what these elements are has very 

important consequences for me. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose The purpose of this paper is not to engage in an analysis of performance theory in 

regards to a particular project, but rather to examine how an awareness of and engagement with a 

variety of theories affects the artistic process itself.  This is intended to be an examination of 

applied theory in practice.  A personal project titled “Revisions,” is the lab for this exploration.  

Indeed, “Revisions” engages with many of the questions that these theories present.  At the same 

time, I will discuss how the experience of writing, directing, and producing a project illuminates 

the study of theory in a way that reading alone cannot.  
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Organization  The structure of this paper is fairly straightforward.  Part One is a Literature 

Review in which I give explanations of the theories that form the basis of my research.  These 

theories, in order, are: phenomenology, semiotics, and reception theory.  I conclude this part with 

a brief discussion of the post-show discussion, a form of sociological research.  Part Two is The 

Process of “Revisions,” where the theories and methods discussed in Part One are in action.  In 

this part, I will connect theory with process by discussing the three stages of the Cross the Line 

project: writing, rehearsal, and ultimately, performance.  This part will also describe and evaluate 

my own attempt to gather “data” through a post-show talkback.  Finally, the Appendices  provide 

additional materials, including drafts of the script and materials from the production.  

Impetus for Research When I first encountered dramatic theory, I was amazed to discover a 

whole branch of scholarship devoted to studying the very questions I was asking.  Semiotics and 

phenomenology, particularly, appealed to my personal way of existing in the world.  When I read 

that the two theories are considered diametrically opposed, and even contradictory, I was 

troubled.  For many theatre artists, phenomenology is posited as the solution to all the problems 

semiotics creates.  “The problem with semiotics is that in addressing theater as a system of codes 

it necessarily dissects the perceptual impression theatre makes on the spectator” (Fortier 37).  As 

with all things, an extreme adherence to one theory or the other inevitable cuts out some essential 

meaning.  My belief, and what I hoped to prove to myself through this project, is that both 

theories draw attention to necessary aspects of performance.  In the same way that the skills of 

both the right and left hemispheres are necessary for the brain to function, phenomenology and 

semiotics together contribute to a complete understanding of theatrical potential and 

responsibility.  
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PART ONE: LITERATURE REVIEW  

In this section, I will summarize and discuss my research of the theories of phenomenology, 

semiotics, and reception.  I will also introduce the concept of the post-show talkback in the 

context of one author’s experience.  

Robert Sokolowski, Introduction to Phenomenology 

In this book, Robert Sokolowski presents the basic tenets of phenomenology.  As he says in his 

introduction, classical texts of philosophy are often studied as pieces of literature rather than 

resources to be analyzed.  In this volume, he addresses the theory of phenomenology with an eye 

to clarifying its core ideas.  He discusses four key topics: Experiences and Appearances; 

Intentionality and Consciousness; Modalities of Perception; and Forms of Phenomenological 

Analysis.  

Introduction Simply put, phenomenology is “the study of human experience and of the ways 

things present themselves to us in and through such experience” (Sokolowski 2).  A brief history 

of this study begins at the turn of the twentieth century, when Edmund Husserl published Logical 

Investigations, the first statement of the movement.  Later, Martin Heidegger, Jean-Paul Sartre, 

and other philosophers in Russia, Belgium, Spain, Italy, Poland, England, and the United States 

developed and shaped our postmodern understanding of phenomenology.  Today, 

phenomenology offers a unique philosophical perspective in that it offers a “solution” to the 

“egocentric predicament,” that is, that “all we can really be sure of at the start is our own 

conscious existence and the states of that consciousness” (Sokolowski 9).  Phenomenology, in 

contrast, validates all ways of perceiving and interpreting the world as worth study, and therefore 
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offers a sort of freedom from “skeptical impediments,” which opens up philosophical 

exploration.  

Experience and Appearances The study of appearances is rife with such “skeptical 

impediments.”  As our world is manipulated by words, images, and, increasingly, technology, 

appearances threaten to overtake actual experience.  This is the crisis of today- indeed, it is this 

very vacuum of experience that art seeks to supplant.  This is where a shift in the philosophical 

paradigm is useful: 

Phenomenology insists that identity and intelligibility are available in things, and that we 

ourselves are defined as the ones to whom such identities and intelligibilities are given.  

We can evidence the ways things are; when we do, we discover objects, but we also 

discover ourselves, precisely as datives of disclosure, as those to whom things appear.  

Not only can we think the things given to us in experience; we can also understand 

ourselves as thinking them… phenomenology is reason’s self-discovery in the presence 

of intelligible objects. (Sokolowski 4).  

There is, then, a certain reflexivity inherent in phenomenological thought.  There is a conscious 

awareness, both of what is being experienced and of ourselves as having the experience.  

Together, this dual consciousness of being emphasizes the very “hereness” that theatre exists to 

affirm.  

Intentionality and Consciousness The term “intentionality” is somewhat of a buzzword among 

theorists.  The caveat here is to bracket a traditional understanding of “intending,” that is, 

performing an action for a desired purpose.  Rather, intentionality is the “conscious relationship 

we have to an object” (Sokolowski 8).  To go further, phenomenologists have identified 
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structures within intentionality that correlate to different kinds of objects.  For example, when we 

are shown a photograph of an apple, we intend the photograph pictorially.  If we were handed an 

actual apple, we would intend the fruit perceptually.  By identifying the different intentionalities 

in these situations, we can begin to talk about the kinds of experiences we had with each object.  

In this example, the object (i.e. the apple) is very simple; in most cases, particularly that of 

theatre, the objects themselves are thrillingly complex.  Nevertheless, an awareness of 

intentionality allows us to think about that way in which we perceive, and provides us with a 

vocabulary to articulate that to others. 

Modalities of Perception In this chapter of the book, Sokolowski demonstrates the basic 

mechanics of a phenomenological experience using a cube.  He explains some of the vocabulary 

used in this kind of descriptive analysis.  In every encounter with any object, there are multiple 

dimensions at work.  In the case of the cube, there is the objective dimension, that is, the physical 

act of seeing the object.  There is also the subjective dimension, that is, the intuitive 

understanding of what is not physically apparent about the cube, such as the sides that cannot yet 

be seen.  In the case of the visual experience of the cube, there are three particular layers to 

identify.  First, the cube has sides, six of them.  These sides can be given in different ways, yet 

each one is a portion of the larger object.  Each way in which a side is given is a different aspect.  

Lastly, every momentary glimpse of a particular aspect is its profile.  In broad terms, the side is 

the thing being experienced, the aspect is the manner in which it is experienced, and the profile is 

the experience itself.  These layers of synthesis are all in play during any experience.  It is 

important to note that “the layers of difference [between the sides, the aspects, and the profiles] 

that I experience are played off against an identity that is given continuously in and through 
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them” (Sokolowski 20).  In other words, our ability to distinguish between the sides, aspect, and 

profile is just the first step in the transition from perception to intellection.  

Forms of Phenomenological Analysis There are three structural forms that are employed 

frequently in phenomenological analysis.  They are parts and wholes; identities in manifolds; and 

absences and presences.  Parts and wholes helps us discuss how the disparate facets of intending 

are related to one another.  Here’s a specific example: one aspect of this form deals with 

moments, which are nonindependent parts, and pieces, which are dependant parts.  We can refer 

to a moment by itself, whereas a piece cannot be separated from its whole.  Taken in the 

hypothetical, this distinction might seem arbitrary.  However, “the naming of parts is the essence 

of thought, and it is important to see the differences between pieces and moments when we try, 

philosophically, to understand what understanding is” (Sokolowski 27).  

 Identity in manifold was touched upon in the chapter on modalities of perception.  Here, 

Sokolowski expands upon this structure to discuss how more complex objects, such as works of 

drama, draw upon a collection of experiences to construct identity: 

One and the same drama is presented in all the stagings and all the readings, with all their 

various interpretations, in which the play is given, and it was also presented to [the 

author] when he wrote the play… each live performance is different from all the others. 

(Sokolowski 29) 

Phenomenology claims that the identity “transcends” its manifold of presentation, and in this 

recognizes the ephemeral nature of this identity.  

What we try to do in our philosophical analysis is to secure the reality of such identities, 

to bring out the fact that they are different from their manifolds of presentation, and to 

show that despite their slippery status that they truly are a component of what we 
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experience… the phenomenology of [theatre1] would describe the various manifolds by 

which [theatre] objects present themselves and are identified. (Sokolowski 31) 

One last facet that Sokolowski brings to light is the complexity added by the presence of other 

people, known as intersubjectivity.  What results is an exponential increase in manifolds, or as 

Sokolowski says, “There is more ‘there’ there.  The very dimension of being there for others as 

well as for me adds to the being and identity of the thing” (32). It is this phenomenon that is 

strikingly applicable to the theatrical experience, and makes a strong case for phenomenology’s 

compatibility with performance studies.  

 The final structure discussed in this section is presence and absence.  Here, these 

concepts are is made synonymous with filled and empty intentions: “An empty intention is an 

intention that targets something that is not there, something absent, something not present to the 

one who intends.  A filled intention is one that targets something that is there, in its bodily 

presence, before the one who intends it” (Sokolowski 33).  The process of intuition begins with 

anticipation, which is the empty intending of absence which will soon be present, to perception, 

which is the filled intending of presence, to memory, which is the empty intending of absence 

that was once present.  Knowing where a given experience falls in this temporal spectrum is one 

way to talk about the experience itself.  

Conclusion This book walks the reader through the complex study of phenomenology, 

highlighting four key topics: Experiences and Appearances; Intentionality and Consciousness; 

Modalities of Perception; and Forms of Phenomenological Analysis.  In each of these sections, 

Sokolowski discusses the terminology, tenets, and application of phenomenological analysis 

                                                
1 In the text, the bracketed text reads “art,” but was substituted for the more relevant artistic 

medium in this case.  
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using examples.  What this book illuminates quite effectively is the excellent fit between a study 

of dramatic theory and this philosophical paradigm.  

 

Mark Fortier, “Semiotics,” Theory/ Theatre 

In this book, Mark Fortier introduces the reader to literary theory as it relates to theatre and 

performance.  For the purposes of this section, the chapter focusing on the study of semiotics will 

be discussed.  It is worth noting that this text connects semiotics with its theatrical applications.  

Nevertheless, the understanding of semiotics provided by this chapter is enough to understand 

the general theory independent of context.  

Introduction A brief history of semiotics begins with French historian Michel Foucault and 

Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure.  Between the two of them, they classify a branch of 

literary theory to be termed, “semiotics,” or “semiology,” which is defined as “the study of signs 

- those objects by which humans communicate meaning: words, images, behaviour, arrangement 

of many kinds, in which a meaning or idea is relayed by a corresponding manifestation we can 

perceive” (Fortier 19).  Saussure’s text Course in General Linguistics identifies signs as having 

two parts: the signifier, which is the object itself, and the signified, which is the meaning or idea.  

Linguistics One of the most complex semiotic systems used by human beings is language. What 

is interesting about this system is that the signifier typically has very little connection to what is 

being signified.  The signifiers “dog,” “chien,” and “perro” are not inherently related to the 

animal to which they refer.  Rather, they are part of a system that ties that particular combination 

of sounds to the concept of the domestic animal.  The meaning of the word is also defined by its 

relationship of difference to other words like “cat” or “log.”  When language is thought about in 

this way, some of the common dilemmas we face in communication are explained.  
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Structuring Signs In the later nineteenth century, theorist Charles Pierce began to question 

whether all signs were to be analyzed in the same way.  He developed a classification of signs 

which were by no means arbitrary to their meanings; on the contrary, the classification of a sign 

depended on the way and degree to which it related to its object.  A symbol, an index, and an 

icon have increasingly closer relationships to their objects.  Regardless, all signs take the place of 

an object that is absent.  

Interpreting Signs Another way in which Pierce contributed to the field of semiotics was through 

his writings on interpretation.  He maintains that “a sign is always a sign for somebody” (Fortier 

22).  In other words, when the sign is assigned meaning by anyone, that meaning becomes an 

inextricable part of the sign for that person.  Pierce referred to the perpetual cycle of 

interpretation that inevitably results as “unlimited semiosis.”  

Expanding an Understanding of Signs In the later half of the twentieth century, theorist Roland 

Barthes began to apply semiotic analysis to nonverbal, as well as verbal, signification.  He 

unleashed semiotics on cultural activities, social discourse, and artistic representations.  With 

these new fields upon which to set the semiological gaze, a broadened understanding of concepts 

like text, discourse, and language emerged.  It was this development that paved the way for a 

burst of scholarship on the topic of theatre semiotics at the end of the twentieth century.  

Theatre Semiotics Since the 1970s, a number of theorists have tackled the topic of theatre and 

semiotics.  There was a general consensus that semiological analysis was highly applicable to 

theatrical creations, and a movement began to understand the structure of signification in 

dramatic discourse.  As a result, a great number of charts and graphs have been produced which 

threaten to reduce theatre to “generalized structures which claim to see the big picture to which 
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everything can be reduced” (Fortier 25).  Theatre semiologist Patrice Pavin has responded to 

such structuralism with a solution of scope: “study moments of theatrical signification ‘on the 

fly,’ as it were, in all their localized specificity, without attempting to account for meaning in 

theatre as a totality” (Fortier 25).  With this perspective, theatre semiotics can exist in a middle 

ground between scientific precision and artistic chaos.  

Desemiotics Practitioners of theatre, particularly that of the avant-garde variety, complain that 

“the use of semiotics on traditional theatre can be too smooth, too pat” (Fortier 34).  The trouble 

that many artists have with such a strict view of signification is that it detracts from the 

messiness inherent in a truly theatrical experience- the warmth of fellow audience members’ 

bodies, the hum of the lighting equipment, elements that are not intentionally signing anything, 

and yet are part of the event.  As a reaction against this sterilized vision of theatre, desemiotics 

emerged.  Like phenomenology, this field is very interested in the theatrical event as a lived 

experience, rather than a constructed performance.  Unlike phenomenology, however, 

desemiotics uses a new kind of structure to actively remove meaning from signs.  

The Future of Theatre Semiotics Theatre semiotics is a relatively young field, and as such, has 

many possible directions in which to develop.  Among these are the “semiotic contributions of 

the audience to the meaning of a theatrical performance; the semiotics of the entire theatrical 

experience; and the iconic relationship of the theatre to the life it represents” (Fortier 26).  Each 

of these areas of study require the exploration of other theoretical approaches, such as audience 

reception theory, materialist analysis, and phenomenology.  
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Conclusion This chapter gives a general overview of semiotics, the study of signs.  It discusses 

the history of the field over time, and specifically talks about the growing scholarship on the 

topic of theatre semiotics.  This subject is being taught in an increasing number of university 

theatre departments, and is therefore a field that will certainly develop more in the coming years.  

 

Mark Fortier, “Reader-Response and Reception Theory,” Theory/ Theatre 

In this chapter from the previously introduced book, Mark Fortier discusses reader-response and 

audience reception theory.  These theories focus not so much on the signifier or the event 

creating the experience, but rather on those for whom the experience is constructed.  Moreover, 

reception theory examines how the presence of a spectator contributes to the meaning of a work 

of art.  This chapter, like the last, frames the explanation of theory in the context of theatre; in 

this case, however, a performative lens is integral to a complete understanding of this theory’s 

implications. 

Introduction A brief history of reception theory begins in late 1960s, mainly in Germany and the 

United States.  It began as literary study of how meaning is made of written text on the part of 

the reader.  This study expanded to include performance, which “demands resources and people 

to be performed, [and thus] it has a particularly rich relation to reception” (Fortier 132).  This 

theory is unique because it is defined by its subject, rather than by its frame for examining that 

subject.  Consequently, semiotics and phenomenology are very much connected to this line of 

study.  As described previously, Peirce’s understanding of semiotics states that “the act of 

interpretation is inherent in the sign, and that signs generate interpretation and ‘unlimited 

semiosis’ among their interpreters” (Fortier 133).  For phenomenology’s part, the acts of 

listening, seeing, and unconcealing- all acts of reception- allow the audience to “encounter the 
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work of art in a way analogous  to our encounter with the world… unconcealing its truth to us in 

the time of the act of listening and perceiving” (Fortier 133).  These, and many more theories, 

can be brought under audience reception analysis.  

Interpretations of Reception Theory Post-structuralism takes reception theory into the realm of 

questioning the agency of the “text” itself.  It asks, “Is it the text which makes for a readerly or 

writerly reading, or is it the reader who brings an open or closed approach to whatever text?” 

(Fortier 133).  Deconstruction denies that the author of the text has any more authority over 

meaning than the reader does, and acknowledges the infinite possibilities of different, and 

equally valid, readers.  Psychoanalytic theory says that part of reception is analysis of a 

psychological nature.  Feminism looks at reception with an eye to identity, which makes who the 

reader is very important.  Reception theory is, then, an excellent candidate for convergence with 

other theoretical lenses.  

Application There are two tendencies in applying reception theory to “works of culture” (Fortier 

134).  The first is prescriptive, which attempts to say how the work should be received.  The 

second is descriptive, which attempts to understand the way reception works without a particular 

agenda.  The idea here is that works of culture, even those part of a historical canon, are open to 

myriad perspectives.  In theatrical application specifically, reception theory deals with the 

practical conditions of performance: “each spectator takes in particular facets of the performance 

moment by moment and also has a particular sense of how the performance unfolds in time.  

Thus, no two spectators see exactly the same play” (Fortier 136).  Additionally, theatrical 

adaptation is not only encouraged, but unavoidable, because each performance is necessarily a 

variation on all those prior.  
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Another important component of reception theory analyzes the conditions under which a 

theatrical experience is constructed.  The concept of “willing suspension of disbelief” is 

examined.  What theorists, like Susan Bennett, have identified is the “social contract” of the 

audience: the agreement “to be passive in their behaviour but open, eager, and active in their 

acceptance and decoding of the signs presented to them” (Fortier 137).  

Conclusion  This chapter gives a general overview of reader-response and reception theory, the 

study of how audiences contribute to the meaning and import of a work of art, particularly a 

performance.  It deals with a branch of dramatic theory that arguably has the most need for 

continued study; this field also hints at the emergence of a budding theatrical style that offers the 

audience freedom from the “social contract” of traditional reception in favor of something brand-

new.  

 

 

Willmar Sauter, “Theatre Talks,” The Theatrical Event 

This book deals with audience perception theory by analyzing the forces at work in the encounter 

between performer and spectator in all aspects of the dramatic experience.  In the chapter 

“Theatre Talks,” Sauter discusses the process of finding out what the spectator thinks of the 

performance they have just experienced.  This section talks about a specific strategy Sauter 

found useful in his own experience, and offers insight into a growing national trend of post-

performance talkbacks.  

Introduction The initial question that led Sauter to develop Theatre Talks was one many theatre 

creators ask themselves: “What were the expectations of the audience, and what did they actually 
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get out of their visit?” (Sauter 174).  Like so many qualitative studies, a method needed to be 

developed that allowed “researchers” to gather “data” about their sample audience.  

Theatre Talks Sauter’s aim was to create an “interview situation” that was not too different from 

what theatregoers normally would do.  What resulted was a small group discussion facilitated by 

a researcher, called “Theatre Talks.”  The idea was that the leaders would encourage free 

conversation while participating as little as possible.  During these conversations, facilitators 

were to listen carefully for subject matter, reactions among participants to the opinions of others, 

intensity of debate, and alternative interpretations.  “We were most interested in seeing which 

issues were brought up, how these issues were related to the performance they had just seen, and 

how much these issues differed from individual to individual” (Sauter 176).  

Quantifying Experience When it came time to analyze this observational research, Sauter 

identified four main categories through which spectators discussed the experience.  The 

categories were describing, interpreting, evaluating, and expressing emotion.  Additionally, 

Sauter took note of “prejudices and other preoccupations, as well as expectation and 

foreknowledge” (Sauter 180).  He developed a system to quantify this “data,” and then ran 

statistical analysis to identify trends.  

Alternate Methods & Observations Sauter goes on to concede that other styles of Theatre Talks 

can be effective, and cites a particular case where researchers framed the conversation from a 

narrative point of view.  “In the end, the success of the investigation seems to depend on the aims 

and ambitions of the researcher rather than on the limitations of the method” (Sauter 183).  In 

this case, Sauter was interested in identifying which theatrical element had the greatest impact on 

spectator’s experience.  In his study, it was found that the quality of the acting was consistently 
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the most consequential factor.  It is here that Sauter lands upon his ultimate point: “In looking at 

theatre as a communicative event, the behavior of the spectator deserves a high level of attention 

when scholars discuss the production of meaning in theatrical productions” (Sauter 185).  

Conclusion In the final sentences in this chapter, Sauter seems to be making a statement about 

the importance of post-show discussions as worthy in and of themselves, and not simply as tools 

to gain information.  The opportunity to engage in phenomenological and semiotic discussion 

with others is hugely valuable.  This study itself employs methods familiar to sociological 

research in pursuit of ethnographic information; what results is an intellectual and artistic 

experience.  The interdisciplinarity of this kind of work is evident, and suggests even more 

avenues to further development and research. 

 

PART TWO: THE PROCESS OF “REVISIONS” 

In this section, I will connect the previously discussed theories as they were illuminated through 

the process of “Revisions.”  This project was conceived, written, and “directed”2 by me over the 

course of the spring of 2014.  The piece was produced by the student ensemble Cross the Line, a 

suborganization of the Coalition of Artistic Students in Theatre, which I co-founded in the fall of 

2013 to support original student work.  “Revisions” was the premiere performance of this 

ensemble.  

  

Writing Process 

                                                
2 “Directed” is loosely used here, as the piece was largely devised and therefore did not have a 

director in the traditional sense.  
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I do not consider myself a playwright in the traditional sense.  Rather, I am passionate about the 

creation of theatre that I believe to be both useful and compelling.  In this vein, using the word 

“writing” to describe how “Revisions” came to be seems dishonest. It was much more like a 

gradual realization of what I wanted to make.  More than anything, it was the occurrence of 

inspiring events and conditions that resulted in this script (Appendix B).  

Inspiration Cross the Line was founded in the fall of 2013, and one semester was spent in a lot of 

discussion, but not much action.  The mission statement of this group is: “Cross the Line is 

dedicated to creating devised work that highlights theatre’s unique ability to create connection 

between strangers.  This group strives to produce original work that is unique in staging and 

content, highly personal, and tied to the idea of ‘moving people,’ both literally and figuratively.”  

It was clear that in order for the communicative mission of the group to be honored, we had to do 

two things: create something that an audience could experience, and find an audience to bring to 

movement.  Over the winter break, I personally was dealing with a lot of doubt about my own 

presence in the theatre field.  I was panicked that I was about to graduate with a degree in an 

artistic medium that so often leaves me unsatisfied.  At this moment in my life, it was incredibly 

fortuitous that I attended a transcendent production at Berkeley Rep called Tristan and Yseult. 

Immediately after seeing this show, I began to write “Revisions.”3 

  I had no idea what the final product would look like, but I had flashes of what, 

phenomenologically, the final product would feel like.  I had flickers of ideas about gesture, 

audience participation, props,  repetition, and the incorporation of many techniques.  More than 

                                                
3On the drive home, in fact, I recorded myself brainstorming.  The transcript of this rambling is 

Appendix A.  
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anything, this initial impulse was strongly connected to the idea of the recreation of past 

experience in the hopes of amending mistakes.  At this point in the process, the vision I had was 

of a piece of theatre that confronted a particular aspect of human existence: regret.  I knew 

thematically what I wanted to pursue, but not how.  

Beginning to “Write” The next fortuitous event came when I was working on an essay in my 

local Starbucks a week later.  I overheard a conversation with a couple that was at once 

mundane, and captivating.  I decided that their words should be remembered, so I began to 

transcribe what they were saying.  As I was engaging in the act of doing this, I began to become 

aware of myself as a person in the engagement of this act.  I was ashamed of myself.  My 

intention in capturing their language was to recreate the scene on stage- but I knew that in the 

very recreation of the “scene” it would become just that: a scene, created for a stage.  Here, in a 

single example, is why I felt so helpless as a theatre practitioner.  I decided that Cross the Line, 

and specifically this project I had in mind, needed to address this issue as well.  Over the next 

several weeks, I wrote.  

 As I have already mentioned, this process was not like any experience I have had before.  

My energy was not in the creation of a script, but of a performance.  It was more like I wanted an 

extremely detailed outline of my vision so that, when the ensemble became involved, I’d have 

something for them to understand.  Indeed, as I began speaking about this vision I had to my 

friends and colleagues, they seemed lost until I was able to produce a script onto which they 

could latch.  Even so, this “script” was full of passages that essentially said, “something happens 

here.”  I was most concerned about how to create an experience for the audience, but I knew that 

a script alone, in this case, would not embody that aim.  
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Connection to Theory At this point in the process, I was already familiar with semiotics and 

phenomenology, and I was aware that reception theory held the key to many of my personal 

dilemmas.  Early as it was in the process, I had this sense of both semiotics and phenomenology 

playing a role in this piece.  There was certain amount of “feeling my way” towards a goal, and I 

knew that when I met that goal it would “feel right.”  I knew, however, that the right 

combination of elements had to be present, and I had to be specific about that, especially as more 

people joined the process.  

 

Rehearsal Process  

When everyone in Cross the Line returned from Interterm, I pitched this project, which I had 

started referring to as “Revisions,”4 to them. It was well-received, despite its ambiguity, and I 

moved forward with the rehearsal process.  I had directed several times before, but never my 

own work, and certainly nothing as incomplete as my work was at that point.  

Traditionally, rehearsal follows a schedule that begins with a read-thru, followed by a 

period of table work and discussion, then blocking, an off-book deadline, a bout of cleaning and 

polishing, and finally, a tech rehearsal, a dress rehearsal, and performance.  I scheduled our 

rehearsals accordingly.  

Casting The casting of this show was much easier than I expected, primarily because I grouped 

lines together based on how many people were interested in participating,5 and created characters 

for each person specifically.  These “characters” were really more archetypes; I gave them titles, 

                                                
4 with the intention of later changing it to “something better” 
5 Cross the Line is composed of twelve artists, and nine of those members were in the cast of 

“Revisions.” 
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such as “The Idealist,” “The Revolutionary,” and “The Skeptic.”  At this point in the process, I 

saw the piece as an autobiographical attempt to come to terms with my own artistic identity, and 

each character signified a facet of that identity.  

Read Thru During the read-thru, I was incredibly anxious, and realized that I would need to 

transition from the mindset of “my idea” to the mindset of “our piece.”  It was all so personal to 

me, and the task at hand required that I be able to adapt the script to our cast and our needs.  

During the read thru, there was laughter and confusion.  By the end, it was apparent that 

“Revisions” succeeded in scratching at something important, but needed a lot more work to 

communicate meaning.  Recollection of this moment was hugely important for the cast when we 

reached performance, as it helped them orient themselves out of their own (by then) familiarity 

with the piece, and into the audience’s experience. 

Table-work The next several rehearsals were dedicated to making sense ourselves of the project: 

what we wanted to say, what the story was, and why it was important to tell it at all.  During this 

period, much of the script was rewritten.  This was direct result of the company identifying the 

important ideas in the story.  At this point in the process, I had moved past the autobiographical 

associations I once had and now saw the project as putting theatre on trial.  We all agreed that 

key ideas were repetition, rehearsal, and resolution.  From this idea, we as a group decided that 

the Starbucks conversation needed to be repeated in every scene, which was not in the original 

script.  We used traditional text analysis techniques to discuss throughline, objectives, beats and 

points of change.  

When the discussion threatened to become too philosophical, too concerned with the 

examination of our own examination, we would play a game that drew us to action and kept us 
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reminded of the “hereness” that we were determined to prioritize.  Moreover, we established 

early on that it was okay to not always understand what we were doing, but it was never okay to 

pretend that we did.  

Staging This point in the rehearsal process is where things became less structured.  Discussion 

bled into blocking, which resulted in me going back and rewriting, which resulted in new 

blocking, which resulted in more discussion.  It was very fluid, and, based on my experience as a 

participant, highly characteristic of devised work.  As the leader of this process, it was 

exhilarating to not have any idea what we going to do during rehearsal.  I had to listening to what 

people needed, and trust myself to know how to handle it.  When it came to developing a 

gesture, I had the cast play a game with movement and stole from that.  When we reached a point 

in the script that we needed to block but hadn’t been written, I asked the actors what they thought 

the scene should be like, and then went home and simply recorded what they had done.  If an 

actor spoke up about them not feeling right doing a certain action, we talked about why they 

were doing it, and often fixed what was an empty choice on my part.  

Connection to Theory As the rehearsal period went on, I began to develop an awareness of my 

own preoccupations as a director.  I tend to over-direct.  By the time all the actors were off-book 

and we were rehearsing all the scenes in order, I saw that I had choreographed the life out of 

moments for the sake of clarity.  I was so concerned about the theories I had learned that I had 

made the mistake of applying them.  What I had forgotten is that these theories are really meant 

as tools to talk about the mysticism that is already present in good theatre.  Once I let go of the 

need to micromanage everything, amazing things began to happen.  The most amazing was the 
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revelation of the end of the show, which is not even reflected in the script because it entered the 

process so late. 

 The actor who played 2 asked one day if she could try something, just as an exercise, 

with the actors who play Man and Woman.  She began to coach them through the scene the way 

our professors coach us in our performance courses.  She applied all the techniques we have 

learned.  Most importantly,  she employed the technique of observing and naming behavior.  In 

class, we are taught that, as actors, we must “take the first thing,” that is, we must stay in the 

moment by remaining grounded in what is actually happening.  Watching this exercise applied to 

the text, I knew that what I was watching “felt right.”  It reminded me of something Sokolowski 

says about knowing the difference between the act of communicating versus communication: 

“We let the abstractness of our speech mislead us into thinking that the thing we talk about could 

present itself concretely to us” (Sokolowski 26). The distance between what we feel and what we 

can express is typically so vast that when that gap is bridged, it seems like a miracle.  For me, the 

discovery of that new ending felt like a miracle. We got rid of the intricate blocking I had 

prescribed and allowed that last revision to change every time we rehearsed it.  

Epiphanies What that experience taught me was that the play was ready to be messy again.  

Opening the project back up to spontaneity revitalized it, and made me understand parts of it that 

I was not even aware existed.  What became the lifeblood of the show was the way the actors 

paid attention to what was happening and named it, not to alienate the audience, but to be there.  

The task of the project became threefold: tell the story, tell the truth, have fun.  

Before our final dress rehearsal, we all had a discussion about what our goals were for the 

performances.  One of the actors pointed out that perhaps we should not think about them as 

performances, but instead as rehearsals that happen to have a bunch of visitors.  Fortier says 
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something similar: “If rehearsals are performance, performances must retain the quality of 

rehearsals” (147).  That comment, for me, perfectly encapsulates what this project ultimately 

became and what it meant to me: it became a play about rehearsal, about theatre, and about being 

there.  

 

Performance 

April is particularly busy time of the year for the Theatre Department.  As a result, there was 

only one evening available to Cross the Line for this performance.  Consequently, we had two 

showings on April 15th, 2014 at 7 pm and 10 pm. The performance was in the Blackbox Theatre.  

Admission was free, as advertised on the poster (Appendix C).  The attendance of the first show 

was fair, and the second show was packed.  The majority of the audience were theatre students.  

There were minimal technical elements,6 and a program was distributed at the door, along with 

pens (Appendix D).  

Performance Experience Needless to say, I did not have the same experience watching the two 

performances as the audience did.  For my part, I was intensely aware of my multiple identities 

as writer, director, and audience member.  Half of the time I was watching the actors, mentally 

applauding them and questioning myself, hoping that the audience could follow what was 

happening.  The other half of the time, I found myself reading the physical signing of the 

audience, trying to evaluate their response.  “In performance the audience ultimately becomes 

the true master of the situation,” particularly in a show like “Revisions” (Fortier 149).  

 I have tried not to judge the performances, but rather take each as its own experience.  

The first performance was about two thirds full.  The actors went into the show following a 

                                                
6 Basic lighting and four short sound cues 
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somewhat hectic pre-show period.  There was a sense of tentativeness for both actors and 

audience, which was evident in the “performing” happening onstage. In times of discomfort, we 

use habits to maintain normalcy, and that is exactly what happened.  In the final scene, 2 called 

Man and Woman on being in their heads, which was perfect since we all could see that.  After 

the performance and the talkback, the cast and I discussed how different it felt to have an 

audience there for the first time.  They said that the expectation and convention of “performance” 

informed their own ability to maintain the special quality we had found in rehearsal.  Proving 

how well they understood that quality, they asked if, in the next performance, they could call 

attention and talk about how uncomfortable they felt as part of the show.  Naturally, I applauded 

that idea.  

 The second performance was electrifying from the moment the doors opened. The space 

was at capacity in a few minutes.  Even after adding more chairs to accommodate everyone, 

there were still a few people sitting on the floor.  Every person in the room was either a student 

or a theatre person- a majority were both.  The show began, and the energy of the audience was 

nearly overwhelming.  People laughed more than we had ever anticipated, they cheered for their 

friends, they would shout responses to the lines.  The actors used that energy such that it became 

part of the show without feeling schmaltzy, and shepherded it beautifully through the shifts in 

tone.  

By the time they reached the ending scene, the room was completely silent.  When I 

peeked at the audience, every person was leaning forward.  I was too, frankly.  I never knew 

what was going to happen in that portion, so I was allowed to take off my writer and director hat, 

and enter the experience of the audience.  Something incredible happened that night.  It became 
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the scene I envisioned after seeing Tristan and Yseult.  It was what I always wanted it to be, but 

it could only happen when I wasn’t in the middle of it, getting in its way.  

Talkback Following both performance, I led a twenty minute talkback.  In these talkbacks, I 

wanted to gauge how the audience perceived the show, and how the show was successful, or not, 

in communicating meaning.  I attempted to achieve this through two experimental methods.  

First, in the program there was a blank page.  It simply said, “This page is for you.”  Every 

audience member received a pen.  Other than that, there were no instructions.  During the 

talkback, I announced that, should they feel comfortable doing so, audience members were 

welcome to leave the page behind.  My aim was to gain some sort of insight into what happens to 

person when they are watching a play.  Some people wrote down lines from the piece, others 

doodled.  These doodles were sometimes abstract, other times they were objects.  Some people 

used the notes to write their thoughts about what they had seen, but complimentary and critical.  

Some complained that they wanted Cross the Line to perform more work during the year, while 

some appreciated the talkback because they didn’t understand the show.  Analyzing the content 

of these pages deserves a paper unto itself, but it certainly shows the merit of this sort of 

examination of audience experience.  

 The second way we gained audience feedback was through a straightforward discussion. 

I created a list of discussion questions as prompts for conversation (Appendix E).  After the first 

performance, I talked a little about Cross the Line and the process of creating this show, then 

asked the audience to talk about their expectations of the performance compared to what they 

experienced.  This yielded a few comments about people’s lack of expectation given the minimal 

amount of information provided in the publicity materials.  Given my sociology background, I 

found this telling of how hard it is to be aware of the expectations we assume are givens.  The 
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conversation lulled shortly after, so I invited the actors to chime in.  Once the focused question 

was off the table, the conversation flowed much more smoothly, and tended to be related to the 

rehearsal process and the content of the project itself.  

 In the second talkback, I tried to learn from the first.  Rather than beginning with a 

specific question particular to my research goals, I started with a general question more related to 

the performance everyone had just seen.  This question was actually posed by one of the actors, 

who asked the audience why they come to theatre.  The conversation that followed was just as 

energized as the performance before had been. Because they were able to engage with the 

question and the material of the show itself, the conversation became about something bigger- 

connection in the face of loneliness, the desire to transcend everyday life, fear of the future.  To 

be in a roomful of people between the ages of 17 and 25 talking so personally about why theatre 

is important and what it gives to us is what Cross the Line is all about.  It also reveals a need 

people have to talk about issues like this.  It’s probably not a coincidence that this question was 

so engaging for a group full of theatre majors, but even that tells me that this discussion is useful 

to everyone.  

Lessons from the Talkback Based on the feedback from the collected pages and the comments 

themselves, the talkback was as important to the experience as the performance itself.  In the 

pursuit of connection, communication must happen not only between the events on stage and the 

people watching, but between everyone.  As a facilitator, I learned that some successful 

techniques include providing people with options for sharing feedback, using open-ended 

questions, saying enough initially so that people have something to respond to, and framing the 

discussion for the composition of the group.  I found this part of the process to be the one most in 

need of further analysis and study, so I plan to continue exploring this facet of performance.   
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CONCLUSION 

When I began this project, my hope was that the consequences of this study would identify 

various elements that combine to create the “theatrical experience.”  What I am left with is not a 

recipe for the perfect production; obviously, that does not exist.  What I have gained is a new 

sense of possibility, both in terms of my own capacity to blindly stumble into theatre that is 

useful and compelling, and in terms of how theatre can transcend “skeptical impediments” and 

the “egocentric predicament.”  This research and this experience have helped me escape my 

cynicism through the discovery of something that feels new.  “[Susan Bennett] calls for the 

‘emancipation of the spectator’ evident in non-traditional and often marginalized theatre 

practices, which allow for a more active role for the audience” (Fortier 137).  The concept of 

“willing suspension of disbelief” is widely accepted, but maybe it’s time for a different 

paradigm- a willing acknowledgement of what is strongly believed, perhaps. 

 Aware that I sound hopelessly naive, I want to recognize that theatre, no matter what 

form it takes, is a constructed experience.  Audience reception theory tells us that the relationship 

between spectator and spectated is inherently divisive.  Semiotics tells us that that spectator will 

employ a system of signification to derive meaning, or perceived meaning, from the 

performance.  Indeed, both of these facts are part of what make theater something special, an 

experience.  Phenomenology, then, affirms what these other two theories already tell us.  It’s no 

recipe or equation, but there two components required of all theatre creations: the act, and the 

audience.  Each element exists within some kind of constructed system, and yet, each part helps 

the other transcend it- in a word, art.   
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Appendix A: Transcript of Initial Brainstorming 

(iPhone voice memo, recorded 1/19/14) 

Okay so, these are things I’ve come up with about the idea. It should be something to do with 

getting… revisions… or redoing something… or try again, start over. Like revisiting things that 

have happened, revisiting interactions with people that have, that you’d like to change. So we 

could have every member of the group write a made up… thing that had happened to them, or a 

real thing. And they could, each person in the ensemble would have their piece that they could 

use everyone else in. We could do transitions between them. You could have people, when they 

come in to see it, they, like, write down something… if they could go back and change it, what 

they would change, and then you could, like, draw something out of a hat at the end of the show. 

And that could be, like, a plant. And then you could show, like, the rehearsals of something and 

trying to redo it and not being able to change it. Or talking about how you would change it if you 

could, and why. And then, an exercise to do would be to have everyone… well, Rose could do 

something with the therapy piece. And another thing you could do is have all the… everyone, 

um, think about what it was about that interaction where they came up short… whether they 

were too shy, or too angry, or whatever… and then sort of become like a minion of that… fault. 

And then, develop some sort of system of gestures, like how they did in Tristan and Yseult, like a 

sequence that everyone could repeat. Like that was what you did to revise whatever it was. Cause 

then you’re bringing in the Cross the Line element in terms of interacting with people. And you 

could have a piece where you talk about the sociology of what’s happening in that circumstance, 

and then what it is you’d do to change it. And to make it more theatrical you could have, like, 

fun props… or you know, something magical could happen. Or you could use the audience 
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somehow. And it would not be that long but… something…. there.  
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Appendix B: Final Draft of Script 

“Revisions” 

by LeeAnn Dowd 

 

Cast: 

1: The Idealist 

2: The Question 

3: The Realist 

4: The Caption 

5: The Revolutionary 

B: The Skeptic 

C: The Artist 

Man  

Woman 

 

Scene 1 

Inside a theatre. With an audience. And actors. Certain conventions are being observed: 

the audience is seated in rows facing the same direction, have received programs, are doing 

the pre-show mingling thing. All the lights are up. Other conventions are not being 

observed. These are harder to identify. For one, the actors are all on stage. Some are 

handing out programs, some are helping people find seats, some are talking to the 

audience. The rest can do whatever they want.  
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The actor (1) who was handing programs out at the the door, upon receiving a signal, shuts 

the doors to the theatre. He goes and stands in the middle of the stage to count the number 

of people in the audience. Another actor (2), upon seeing the counting, runs up to 1 and 

shares some concerns. This is clear through their increasingly heated interaction. Whatever 

they are talking about definitely has something to do with the audience, as the pair keep 

gesturing to the people watching. Soon the fight becomes to object of everyone’s attention.  

 

1. So what’s the problem? You don’t want to do the funny one? 

 

2. No.  

 

1. Fine, we’ll do the tragic one? The romantic one? A father-son road trip revelation?  

 

2. No. 

 

1. A myth? A legend? A fairy tale? 

 

2. Maybe. 

 

1. A fable? An allegory? An epic? 

 

2. I don’t want something old. 
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1.  An- 

 

2. But I don’t want to have to write something new either. 

 

1. What else is there? 

 

3. Maybe we should just show a movie.  

 

1. What is wrong with you? 

 

2. I’m tired of this. None of it’s real. We can throw in a twist of fate or a red herring or a 

blackout. Everything arcs just the way it should. It’s beautiful. We are very good at this.  

 

3. So what’s wrong? 

 

2. It’s a lie.  

 

4. [holds up a sign] Art is the lie that reveals the truth- Pablo Picasso 

 

2. We rehearse. We get our lines, and someone tells us where we’ll end up. We practice until 

everything helps us arrive at that end. Then people come to watch us, and we create the feeling 

that its all happening in the moment. That anything can happen. That its real.  

 

3. But if we didn’t do that, then it wouldn’t be a very good story. No one would come.  
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2. I know.  

 

1. And we tell our stories so that the people who come may take a piece into their own lives and 

make things better somehow.  

 

5. I think it should be the other way around. I think real life should try to resemble our stories 

more. You said they were beautiful.  

 

2. Yes. I did.  

 

3. So let’s do that.  

 

2. But how? 

 

1. Yes, how are we supposed to do that? All the great tales must have a structure, they must have 

a climax. They must resolve. They must teach. 

 

5. Must, must, must. Look how bored everyone is. Why? Aren’t you willing to fail? 

 

3. Do you really think we’ll fail? 

 

4. [Another sign] It is hard to fail, but it is worse never to have tried to succeed .- Theodore 

Roosevelt 
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5. Oh god. [to 4, condescendingly] Thank you. What we will do is assume that the rules as we 

have come to understand them here [in the room] may be the same as the ones out there 

[outside of the room]- 

 

1. But- 

 

5. Look at the situation we’re in right now. There’s a group of people watching us silently while 

we talk to and about them. They are following a whole set of rules right now. Look at them.  

 

3. [to audience] We’re don’t usually do this. 

 

2. We haven’t usually been doing this in front of people either. Every time we’ve practiced this 

whole thing, the room has been empty. And it’s been quieter.  

 

5. See, the rules are already less concrete than you think. 

 

2. I want to try it.  

 

3. I don’t know… I’d like to help.  

 

1. This is very unusual. And... I don’t actually understand what we’re doing. What is the story 

we’re telling?  
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2. I don’t know.  

 

4.  [Another sign] Sometimes it's not enough to know what things mean, sometimes you have to 

know what things don't mean.  ― Bob Dylan 

 

1. I don’t know what that means. 

 

3. Maybe this will be good for you. You need to loosen up.  

 

2. So how do we start? 

 

[Silence. Try counting to 12 slowly] 

 

5. Well, this is happening because of you [looking at 2]. What do you want to see? 

 

2. I want to see… truth. 

 

1. [snorts] 

 

2. Shit, I don’t know. I just- I don’t think what we’re doing is enough.  

 

4. [pulls out The Empty Space and reads] “Why theatre at all? What for? Why do we applaud, 

and what? Has the stage a real place in our lives? What function can it have? What could it 

serve? What could it explore? What are its special properties?”  
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2. Well, yeah, I mean I guess that’s another way to say it. 

 

3. Maybe we really should just watch a movie.  

 

5. I agree. It’s getting very “theater-schooly” in here.  

 

1. Hold on. I was going to use this for a devised thing, but that stuff never works out. Follow my 

lead. 

 

3. [under the transition] What does devised mean? 

 

Scene 2 

 

The ensemble arranges the set, which may involve 2, 3, 4, 5 as either furniture or people. 1 

becomes the Director and leads this process. A Man and Woman take their places on the 

set and carry-out a normal, highly realistic scene, while 2, B and C watch. 

 

1: Starbucks on Treat and Main, Walnut Creek, January 11th, 2014 5:30 pm. Man, voice easy to 

hear, photographer, in a band, from Texas. Woman, nice voice, soft-spoken, just opened a fitness 

center, lives in Oakland, vegan. Action.  

  

Man: We did some work in a place called Oakdale. It’s beyond Manteca. You go to Stockton and 

keep going past Manteca. It’s the most horrible little place. It’s really, really terrible. Everything 
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there sucks. 

  

[PAUSE] 

 

Man: The keyboardist has beautiful house. He’s like the CEO of some company, which I didn’t 

know until I went to his house. 

  

[PAUSE] 

 

Man: I’m really glad you came to meet me. 

 

[PAUSE] 

 

Man: How bad can it be? Go to the steam room. 

 

While the scene has been playing out, B has been trying to get 2’s attention. 

  

1: [to actors] Hold! [to B] What? 

 

B: I’m just really confused. Why isn’t the woman talking? And why do they keep pausing? 

 

C: I think it’s a fear thing. She’s afraid of him, because they must have some past or something, 

abuse you know, and he keeps pausing because he wants to atone and get her forgiveness, but 

deep down he’s afraid too. There’s a lot of subtext. Right? 
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1: Well, actually, I was writing down everything they were saying and it was really loud, so I just 

couldn’t catch everything she said. And I have no idea why they were there or how they know 

each other. They were just there, at the table behind me.  

 

B: That’s a little creepy that you were writing down everything they said. 

 

C: There’s definitely good stuff here though! “I really glad you came to meet me!” That’s very 

dramatic. Very theatrical. That must have been what caught your attention.  

 

1: I guess. There’s more. Pick it up from there. 

 

Woman: No, I don’t want to go to the steam room. I get bored. 

  

Man: I just live for that stuff. So I started to get this thing where there’s a thermometer and a 

copper tube on the wall and you spray it with water. Or you take a towel or dunk it in water, and 

put it over the thermometer. Cause otherwise it’s just set. And then they have squirt bottle with 

eucalyptus oil. Some people spray it on the steam generator, but I spray it all on the wall.  One 

time when I had a head cold this guy soaked a whole towel in eucalyptus oil, and put it over the 

steam generator. It was like sitting inside a cough drop. I read this thing that says it makes all the 

capillaries in your face expand and that increases your heart rate. So it has a cardiovascular 

effect. I used to run the quarter mile. It was my thing. In the second half you can’t feel anything. 

It was mildly entertaining. 
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[PAUSE while Woman mouths a statement wordlessly] 

  

Man: 

I can see where some people enjoy that, but I just don’t. Maybe I should try your way. Because 

I’ve always tried it the hard way. We’d do an ungodly amount of swimming. 

 

Women: 

HILIT. High intensity- 

  

Man: 

[interrupting] I will check it out. Because it sounds like more intelligent. I really liked tennis. 

When I played tennis. If you do Zumba, you will kill your soul. I did it. It’s a heck of a workout. 

Ten minutes and you’re sweating. Didn’t you ever want a juicer? Cause I have a juicer. I don’t 

ever wanna clean it. I juiced five pounds of carrots and got two glasses of juice. To me it seemed 

like the whole point of juicing is to get you to eat kale. 

  

Woman: 

Yes. And kale has very little juice. 

  

Man: 

You might as well make a smoothie. 

  

[PAUSE. This time, it’s real] 
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Man: 

I didn’t know butter wasn’t vegetarian. 

 

Woman: 

It’s dairy. 

 

Man:  

Oh right, vegan. 

  

Woman: 

How’s your coffee? 

 

Man: 

It’s good. I like the Americano flavor. At least it’s fresh, they make it right there. It’s not like I 

can’t drink. I just generally don’t. Do you wanna venture outside? 

  

Woman: 

I don’t know what’s out there. 

 

Man: 

Oh, it’s not that hot anymore.  

 

1: Scene.  
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C. There’s some good stuff here. The characters seem pretty clear. We just need to clarify the 

structure, identify some beats, and intensify the objectives. No one is going to come watch two 

people just sitting in a coffee shop.  

 

B: She did, apparently. 

 

C: But we have to have a message. There needs to be some payoff.  

 

1: But this is real. There may not be a payoff. I don’t even know what this conversation is really 

about, or what’s going on.  

 

C: Love? Forgiveness? 

 

B: I see Death. Betrayal. Loneliness. 

 

1: Or maybe it’s about juicing. Just kidding. Go ahead, try love.  

 

C becomes the Director. She initiates revising, which is a gesture of love. 

 

C: Action. [B pushes play on iPhone. “Careless Whisper” begins] 

 

Man: 

I’m really glad you came to meet me. 
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Woman: 

(teasing) I get bored. 

  

Man: 

Didn’t you ever want a juicer? Cause I have a juicer. I don’t ever wanna clean it. I juiced 5 lbs of 

carrot and got two glasses of juice. To me it seemed like the whole point of juicing is to get you 

to eat kale. 

  

Woman: 

Yes. And kale has very little juice. 

  

Man: 

You might as well make a smoothie.  

 

[The sexual tension is out of control.]  

  

Woman: 

How’s your coffee? 

 

Man: 

It’s good. I like the Americano flavor. Do you wanna venture outside? 

  

Woman: 

I don’t know what’s out there. 
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Man: 

Oh, it’s not that hot anymore.  

  

C: Scene. [off the others’ looks] I may have gotten a little carried away.  

 

B: That’s crazy. It was really subtle. My turn.  

 

B becomes the new Director and initiates a revising gesture of despair.  

 

B: Action.(C plays the sound of a thunderstorm) 

 

Man: We did some work in a place called Oakdale. It’s beyond Manteca. You go to Stockton and 

keep going past Manteca. It’s the most horrible little place. It’s really, really terrible. Everything 

there sucks. 

 

Woman: [grunts noncommittally]   

 

Man: The keyboardist has beautiful house. He’s like the CEO of some company, which I didn’t 

know until I went to his house. 

  

Woman: [grunts noncommittally] 

 

Man: I’m really glad you came to meet me. 
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Women: [Gives him the evil eye] 

 

Man: How bad can it be?  

 

Woman: I’m bored. 

  

Man: I didn’t know butter wasn’t vegetarian. 

 

Woman: It’s dairy. [beat] How’s your coffee? 

 

Man: It’s not like I can’t drink. I just generally don’t. [beat] Do you wanna venture outside? 

  

Woman: I don’t know what’s out there. 

 

B: Scene. Now that’s drama. The story tells itself. 

 

C: Right. They have a child, but she doesn’t want him involved in Little Simon’s life because 

he’s an alcoholic who chose the bottle instead of his family.  

 

B: Totally. 

 

2. No, no, NO. This is exactly what I’m talking about. None of this stuff happened in that 

Starbucks. It was normal.  
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3. But they [gesture to the audience] won’t stay if we do something “normal.” 

 

1. And they won’t feel anything if we do something “normal.” 

 

5. Normal and real are not always the same animal.  

 

4. [quickly scribbling a sign] “Of course it is happening inside your head, Harry, but why on 

earth should that mean that it is not real?”  ― J.K. Rowling 

 

3: What if instead of revising something that has happened, we tell the story of something we 

wish could happen? What is theater, after all, than a well-staged dream?  

 

5. Good job. Take it away.  

 

3. Thank you.  

 

Scene Three 

 

3 shows a revising gesture of opening up. In this scene, the inner thoughts of the Man and 

Woman are voiced by the remaining players.  

 

Man: We did some work in a place called Oakdale. It’s beyond Manteca. You go to Stockton and 

keep going past Manteca. It’s the most horrible little place. It’s really, really terrible. Everything 
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there sucks. 

 

3: He’s thinking: “She looks so bored. She definitely regrets coming.” 

 

C: What if she doesn’t look bored. What if she looks interested instead? (Revise gesture. 

Woman looks interested) 

 

1: Now he’s thinking: “She’s glad she came. She’s having a good time.” So he decides to make 

her smile. (Revise gesture) 

 

B plays cue on the iPhone. A keyboard plays.  

 

Man: The keyboardist has beautiful house. He’s like the CEO of some company, which I didn’t 

know until I went to his house. 

 

B: She isn’t smiling.  

 

C: What if she does? (Revise gesture. Woman smiles.) 

 

3: What if he decides to ask her to dance. (Revise gesture)   

 

Man stands, offers hand to Woman. 

 

1: Should she say yes? 
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B: No /  C: Yes! 

 

3: She says yes. (Revise gesture) 

 

Woman takes the Man’s hand and they dance slowly.  

 

Man: I’m really glad you came to meet me. 

 

Woman: 

How’s your coffee? 

 

Man: 

It’s good.  

 

B: Wait! (stops music) What if he is telling her that he is dying? (Revising gesture) 

 

Man: I’m really glad you came to meet me. 

 

Woman: 

How’s your coffee? 

 

Man: 

It’s good.  
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1: Wait! What if they’re spies on the run from the government? (Revising gesture) 

 

Man: 

I’m really glad you came to meet me. 

 

Woman: 

How’s your coffee? 

 

Man: 

It’s good.  

 

C: Wait. What if they’re playing tag? (Revising gesture) 

 

Man: 

I’m really glad you came to meet me.  

 

Woman: 

How’s your coffee? 

 

Man: 

It’s good.  

 

5: Wait. What if he was an alien trying to capture and eat her? (Revising gesture happens) 
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Man: 

I’m really glad you came to meet me. 

 

Woman: 

How’s your coffee? 

 

Man: 

It’s good.  

 

With each Revision, the tempo of the scene increases until it seems like an out of control 

vehicle.  

 

3: STOP. (all freeze) 

 

1. What happened? 

 

B: Why did you stop? 

 

3. It didn’t work. 

 

C: Why? 

 

3. It was too much.  
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2. It wasn’t enough.  

 

3.  There were too many possibilities. I couldn’t choose. (to 2) Why did you ruin everything? 

You, with your stupid “I want truth” bullshit. I was happy with the way things were. People 

come to see us, and they sit there, and they clap at end. It was working.  

 

2. It’s not real. 

 

3. It was for them. 

 

2. You can’t fix everything. 

 

C: But we can. 

 

1. We tell stories, and we change peoples’ lives.  

 

2. Okay. Fine. Maybe you’re right. [beat] I really want you to be right, because otherwise… Set 

up the scene.  

 

Scene Four 

 

No one moves to help set up. 2, for the first time, gets to be the Director, but she does 

everything herself. She hands 4 a script, which 4 reads aloud as the scene is being set.  
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4: Starbucks on Treat and Main, Walnut Creek, January 11th, 2014 5:30 pm. Man. Woman. The 

Woman is tired of lying. She is not sure if this is real.  

 

Man: How bad can it be? Go to the steam room. 

 

Woman: No, I don’t want to go to the steam room. I get bored. 

 

(beat)  

 

Man: 

I didn’t know butter wasn’t vegetarian. 

 

Woman: 

It’s dairy. 

 

Man:  

Oh right, vegan. 

  

(beat)  

 

Woman: 

How’s your coffee? 
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Man: 

It’s good. I like the Americano flavor. At least it’s fresh, they make it right there.  

(beat) 

It’s not like I can’t drink. I just generally don’t.  

(beat) 

Do you wanna venture outside? 

  

Woman: 

I don’t know what’s out there. 

2: Hold. 

 

2 begins gesture of revision. 

 

Woman: 

How’s your coffee? 

 

Man: 

It’s good. I like the Americano flavor. At least it’s fresh, they make it right there.  

It’s not like I can’t drink. I just generally don’t.  

Do you wanna venture outside? 

  

Woman: 

I don’t know what’s out there. 
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2. Hold. 

 

2 repeats revision gesture. 

 

Woman: 

How’s your coffee? 

 

Man: 

It’s not like I can’t drink. I just generally don’t.  

Do you wanna venture outside? 

  

Woman: 

I don’t know what’s out there. 

 

2. Hold. 

Revision gesture. 

 

Man: 

It’s not like I can’t drink. I just generally don’t.  

Do you wanna venture outside? 

  

Woman: 

I don’t know what’s out there. 
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2. Hold 

Revision gesture. 

 

Man: Do you wanna venture outside? 

  

Woman:I don’t know what’s out there. 

 

2. Hold 

Revision gesture. 

 

Man: Do you wanna venture outside? 

  

Woman:I don’t know what’s out there. 

 

This fruitless revision repeats until 2 realizes the futility of her actions with enough violence 

to stop the scene. 

 

4: [reading from a dictionary] Auto-antonym: a word or phrase which "contradicts itself"; that 

is, has two distinct meanings, which are opposite.  

 

5: For example, fixed means both remedied, and permanent. Something can be fixed, and 

therefore is- unfixable.  
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2 realizes that everyone is looking at her.  

 

2. See? You were wrong. 

 

[The ensemble is stunned] 

 

C. That was…  

 

5. You were… 

 

1. That was beautiful.   

 

3. It was true. 

 

B: [breaking the mood] It was sad. 

 

5. It was sad, but it was real. It was real, but not normal. That’s how things work. You can’t just 

wave your arms and make things go away. You can’t do that here either. Not really. Choices 

must be made. Maybe the difference is that when you [talking to the audience] come here, we 

make the choices for you. You see things as they are and as they are not. You dream about what 

we show you. And then you leave and make the choices for yourself 

 

2. [A switch flips] Oh.  
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[beat] 

 

Man: Do you want to go get some coffee? 

 

Woman: Sure. 

 

Man and Woman walk offstage. 

 

3. Do you think they’ll clap? 

 

1. When? 

 

3. When it’s over.  

 

B. Do you care? 

 

3. [clearly a lie] No 

 

C. [to 2] Are you okay? 

 

2. I mean, this was cool… but I’m still not sure what it means.  

 

4: “Anything may have been possible in the beginning, but now we’ve made the choice, and that 

choice excludes other possibilities. It makes those choices which are still possible fewer. The 
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ceremony celebrates this point in time: now. We can’t remake the past. Because when one 

person crosses a line, nothing is the same for anyone after that.” Joseph Chaikin. Director, and 

leader of The Open Theater 

 

As 4 recites, the ensemble grabs chairs from offstage and line them up in a row facing the 

audience. They sit in the chairs and appear to anyone watching that they to are audience 

members. When 4 finishes reading, there is a pause. After a moment, 3 presses a button, 

and a recording of applause plays.  
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Appendix C: Poster for “Revisions” 
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Appendix D: Program 
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Appendix E: Post-Show Talkback Prompts 

1. What were your expectations and when were they in play? Where did these come from? 

When they were met were you satisfied? When they weren’t meant how did that affect 

your reception of the performance? 

2. What did you write down during the performance?  

3. What were you paying attention to?  

4. What confused you? What helped clarify that confusion, if at all? 

5. What do you think this performance means? Rather, what do you think it’s supposed to 

mean, and what meaning do you personally take from it?What sorts of intentions are 

correlated with creating, rehearsing, and viewing a play? 

6. What assumptions, conventions, and expectations frame and govern the theatrical 

experience?  

7. How does the audience “learn” the proper way to behave in a theatre? 

8. Through what signs do they understand a performance?  

9. What combination of elements results in a cathartic experience and why? 

10. What is the role of the audience in generating meaning? 

11. How do nonverbal elements such as light, sound, space and movement signify in any 

particular play or performance?  

12. How open to different reading are the signs of any play or performance? Could all 

members of a particular audience be expected to read the signs the same way? 

13. What elements of a performance escape a sense of being meaningful? 

14. Does the play or performance make special use of its essence as a live experience? 
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15. Does the play or performance invoke the ideas of memory or time? 

16. Does the play or performance suggest that fuller and more satisfying human experience is 

possible? 

17. When a play/production is seen multiple times, is it different because of the production 

elements, because of you, or a combination of both? 

18. What aspects of the significance of a production you see here and now might be different 

in another time and place? 

19. What aspects of you as a person affect the way you read and interpret the play or 

performance? 

20. How are an audience’s responses (both in moment and retroactively) regulated by the 

presence of others?  

21. How much power does any member of a production ultimately have to affect the meaning 

of who a character is and what he or she says? 
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